Mathematical morphologic analysis of liver cirrhosis. Correlation with etiology, clinical score and hepatocellular carcinoma.
Remodeling of the cirrhotic liver was studied retrospectively by mathematical morphologic methods in 75 autopsy cases (40 alcoholic, 17 hepatitis B virus (HBV)-related and 18 cryptogenetic cirrhosis), including 28 hepatocellular carcinomas. The aim was to obtain objective measurements of cirrhotic patterns that could be correlated with liver function evaluated by the Pugh-Child score, establish the relationship among different morphogenetic features and evaluate the implications of an objective classification of cases by numerical taxonomy in terms of their etiology, liver function and malignant transformation. The results indicate that the Pugh-Child score was closely related to the global amount of fibrosis or to the percentage of regenerative nodules < 0.8 mm in diameter. In contrast, the higher the percentage of lobular-sized regenerative nodules (0.8-1.6 mm), the better the functional score, suggesting that they are probably residual lobules, albeit completely surrounded by fibrous tissue, rather than true regenerative pseudolobules. The four groups of cases obtained by numerical taxonomy (cluster analysis) showed different distributions for alcoholic and HBV-related cirrhosis. The pattern of the latter was practically analogous to that in classically labeled cryptogenetic cirrhosis, suggesting its viral etiology. Taxonomic classification had functional implications. The Pugh-Child score showed a definite relationship with the different clusters obtained. The incidence of malignant transformation gradually decreased from group G1 to G4, with a steeper descent between G2 and G3. These results might contribute to a more dynamic concept of morphologic changes in liver biopsies from patients with cirrhosis.